PROTOCOLS FOR OPERATIVE CASES
Low Risk Procedure (Non Upper Aerodigestive Tract) - High Risk Patient

**EMERGENT**
- SELF or HOSPITAL ISOLATION ORDER VIRAL TEST 48 HRS BEFORE PROCEDURE

**HIGH RISK**
- CAN WAIT 14 DAYS
  - SELF or HOSPITAL ISOLATION
  - CAN WAIT 5 DAYS
  - SELF or HOSPITAL ISOLATION ORDER VIRAL TEST 48 HRS BEFORE PROCEDURE

**URGENT**
- CAN WAIT 14 DAYS
  - SELF or HOSPITAL ISOLATION
  - CAN WAIT 5 DAYS
  - SELF or HOSPITAL ISOLATION ORDER VIRAL TEST 48 HRS BEFORE PROCEDURE

**SYMPTOMS**
- (Negative Symptom)
  - ROUTINE OR VIRAL TEST
  - RECONSIDER SURGERY IF STILL SYMPTOMATIC OR VIRAL TEST POSITIVE EDCP OR IF SURGERY REQUIRED

**SYMPTOMS**
- (Positive Symptom)
  - ROUTINE OR VIRAL TEST
  - RECONSIDER SURGERY IF STILL SYMPTOMATIC OR VIRAL TEST POSITIVE EDCP OR IF SURGERY REQUIRED

**Routine or Viral Test**
- **EDCP OR**

Enhanced Droplet/Contact Precautions
- Gown
- Procedure or surgical mask
- Face shield or safety glasses or goggles
- Gloves

**N95 respirators are only indicated during AGMPs**